The results of a number of recent studies indicate that eye development in insects and vertebrates may have more features in common than hitherto suspected. The results support the possibility that insect and vertebrate eyes evolved from a complex ancestral organ.
When we want to emphasize the 'creepy-crawly' nature of insects, we often refer to their fantastic, unblinking, compound eyes. Being called bug-eyed is not usually a human term of endearment. We intuitively feel that insects' hexagonal arrays of facets are alien compared to our own eyes. Scientifically, too, eyes appear to be a classic case of convergent evolution: vertebrate and insect eyes would seem to be so different that they must have arisen independently in evolution. A number of recent findings, however, now suggest that the underlying logic of eye development shares key features.
An apparent dent in the argument for independent evolution came with the discovery of a conserved eye 'master regulator gene', Pax6. Mutation of this gene can cause eye loss in Drosophila and vertebrates (including humans) [1, 2] , suggesting that it is required for induction of the eye developmental programme. Striking as this is, however, it was soon realised that Pax6 may be at the head of entirely different developmental hierarchies in different organisms. For instance, the complex eye structures of modern insects and vertebrates may have evolved independently from an ancestral eye that need not have been anything more sophisticated than a Pax6-dependent light receptive cell, an ancestral photoreceptor [3] . More significant than the conservation of an aloof master regulator would be evidence for conservation of genes and mechanisms that are more closely involved with the nuts and bolts of eye development. This has now been provided by some recent studies in vertebrate developmental genetics, the results of which support the possibility that the ancestral insect-vertebrate eye was already a complex organ.
Drosophila eye development is relatively well understood, especially the triggers of neurogenesis and how these are linked to pattern formation. The compound eye comprises approximately 800 hexagonal facets, or ommatidia, each of which is an identically constructed unit of eight photoreceptors plus support cells. The eye develops from an undifferentiated monolayer epithelium called the eye imaginal disc. Ommatidia are layed down as a grid of evenly spaced founder cells, the R8 photoreceptors, which are the first cells to be fated in the epithelium (Figure 1 ). Each R8 then recruits surrounding undifferentiated cells to form an ommatidium. Like other parts of the Drosophila peripheral nervous system, commitment of cells to an R8 fate requires the expression of a basic-helix-loop-helix transcription factor encoded by a proneural gene, in this case atonal [4] .
Recently, close homologues of atonal have been strongly implicated in neurogenesis in a number of vertebrate eyes [5, 6] . Convincing evidence of this link has come from targeted inactivation of the mouse homologue Math5 (N. Brown and T. Glaser, personal communication). Math5 knockout mice have an almost complete absence of neurons called retinal ganglion cells, suggesting that Math5 is a proneural gene for this class of neuron. The significance of this is that retinal ganglion cells are the first neurons to differentiate in vertebrate eyes. So in mice as in insects, the first retinal neurons require an atonal homologue. This link is all the more intriguing because the two cell types apparently have little else in common: unlike the R8 cells, retinal ganglion cells are not photoreceptive. It is an indication that developmental genetic logic is more conserved than cell types and morphologies.
So early retinal neurogenesis has a shared requirement for an atonal homologue, but what about the pattern of neurogenesis. In Drosophila, the manner of atonal regulation determines initial pattern formation. The atonal gene is not activated independently in each cell of the R8 grid. Instead, a stripe of atonal expression coincides with a morphogenetic furrow -a stripe of apical cell constriction -that is initiated in the posterior cells of the eye disc, close to the optic stalk, and then spreads as a wave of activation through the more anterior cells, rather like a mexican wave in a football crowd (Figure 1 ). The stripe of expression signifies R8 competence at the furrow, and it becomes refined by lateral inhibitory signalling to successive rows of evenly spaced R8 cells. This progression of atonal activation allows self-organisation of the R8 grid, as the spacing of one row of R8 cells helps to template the spacing of the next row. Highly regular spacing of R8 cells within the epithelium is crucial, as deviations can result in lattice packing defects of the ommatidia, which in turn will impair visual function. This is a beautiful aspect of developmental biology, but is it relevant to the less rigidly ordered vertebrate eye?
In fact, retinal ganglion cells are indeed somewhat overdispersed in the retina [7] , possibly pointing to lateral inhibition among proneural-gene-expressing cells. Moreover, neurogenesis has been found to occur in a wave in the vertebrate retina [7] . Most intriguingly, neurogenesis also begins in the optic cup epithelium closest to the optic stalk, and then spreads outwards from there (from nasal to temporal in zebrafish, for example). Masai et al. [8] have now shown that this wave is associated with expression of the zebrafish atonal homologue ath5. They found that a wave of ath5 expression precedes the spread of neuronal differentiation, while cells not yet reached by the wave remain uncommitted and proliferating, much as in the Drosophila eye disc. Masai et al. [8] have also obtained good evidence that the wave of ath5 expression and neurogenesis is initiated by a signal emanating from the optic stalk, as seems to happen in Drosophila. Among other things, they showed that ablation of optic stalk tissue resulted in lack of the initial activation of ath5 (but not of Pax6). Moreover, transplant experiments showed that ectopic optic stalk tissue can induce premature ath5 activation in temporal regions of the retina.
A mexican wave has a momentum of its own: people take their cue from the behaviour of their neighbours, so the wave propagates itself without external input. This is also the key characteristic of the wave of neurogenesis in Drosophila: once initiated, the wave is propagated by short-range signals produced by adjacent newly-formed neurons. A central role is played by a regulatory loop between atonal and the signalling molecule encoded by hedgehog [9] . The first neurons induced close to the optic stalk secrete Hedgehog protein, which diffuses anteriorly to promote atonal expression and neurogenesis in immediately adjacent undifferentiated epithelium. These new neurons then also produce Hedgehog, which diffuses still farther forward to carry on the process.
Is the wave self-propagating in zebrafish? Masai et al. [8] have obtained some evidence consistent with the wave having a propagative nature by looking at ath5 expression. They found, in essence, that temporal retinal regions do not undergo neurogenesis if separated from the nasal optic cup before the ath5 wave has reached into the temporal regions. In other words, neurogenesis in temporal regions appears to depend on neurogenesis in nasal regions. This helps to rule out a cell-intrinsic mechanism of neurogenesis, but not necessarily involvement of long-range signals from the optic stalk.
The burning question is whether vertebrate hedgehog homologues are responsible for the wave of retinal neurogenesis. Nice evidence for a short-range propagative role of zebrafish sonic hedgehog (shh) in the progression of this The mexican wave in eye development. Highly schematic view of three different time points in the progression of initial neurogenesis in the Drosophila eye imaginal disc and the zebrafish inner optic cup. Only the initial neurons are shown (R8 photoreceptors or retinal ganglion cells). Topologically, the waves of neurogenesis are similar in that they proceed away from an initiation site at the optic stalk (OS). Expression of atonal and ath5 precedes the appearance of the first neurons, although ath5 expression appears to be much more prolonged than the tight band of atonal expression. Short-range hedgehog signalling appears to drive the wave of neurogenesis in each case. In Drosophila, this is via the activation of atonal; in zebrafish it is possible that sonic hedgehog acts via ath5 activation, but this has not yet been investigated and remains speculative (see text). A, anterior; P, posterior, N, nasal, T, temporal. wave has been obtained by Neumann and NuessleinVolhard [10] . The main tool they used was a reporter construct coding for a fusion protein consisting of Shh linked to the green fluorescent protein (GFP). Expression of this reporter gene was seen to initiate in the first retinal ganglion cells close to the optic stalk, and then to spread outwards. Moreover, in a shh mutant, production of Shh-GFP initiated in the first retinal ganglion cells, but failed to spread much farther, just like the 'furrow-stop' hedgehog mutants in Drosophila. Also, injecting shh-expressing constructs caused adjacent ectopic production of Shh-GFP. This is reminiscent of the ectopic morphogenetic furrows that can be induced by ectopic hedgehog activation in Drosophila. Most importantly, effective use was made of the drug cyclopamine, which blocks Hedgehog signalling and so can be used to test whether signalling is required continuously during the spread of neurogenesis. Neumann and Nuesslein-Volhard [10] found that treating fish with cyclopamine at progressive time points in eye development caused the wave of both Shh-GFP and neurogenesis to be frozen at that point.
OS
It is tempting to suggest that a regulatory loop exists between ath5 and shh, but so far this is only an inference made from drawing together the separate studies. No doubt the relationship between these genes will be addressed. The conclusions will also need to be reconciled with previous indications (using different markers) that neurogenesis in the chick may not be self-propagating [7] . One key problem to be resolved is how much neurogenesis is directly or indirectly controlled by ath5. For instance, many classes of photoreceptor and neuron are still formed in the Math5 knockout mouse, showing that substantial neurogenesis can occur in the absence of retinal ganglion cells (in contrast to Drosophila R8 cells, the presence of which is needed to recruit the other photoreceptors). This makes it hard to explain the wave of neurogenesis solely as a rolling feedback loop between ath5 and shh. Is zebrafish ath5 different from mouse Math5 in this respect, or are several neural regulators coordinately controlled during wave progression? Are Math5 and shh linked in a similar manner in mouse retinal neurogenesis? In Drosophila too there is more to determine, for instance it does not appear that hedgehog is a direct target of atonal in R8 cells [11] .
The significance of these new results is that they provide more than just a shopping list of shared genes. The way the genes are deployed in insects and vertebrates appears remarkably similar, even though the ultimate result is patently very different. This suggests that the common ancestor of vertebrates and insects may already have possessed a complex eye, the development of which was initiated by Pax6, required atonal for neurogenesis and required hedgehog for spatial organisation of neurogenesis into a self-propagating wave. If anyone calls me bug-eyed, who am I to argue?
